OVER-REWARDING PATENTING:  
YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR  

DOUGLAS MELAMED*  

Patents are intended to create incentives for innovation and invention.1 Whether they serve that purpose depends not only on how and under what circumstances patents are issued, but also on how and to what extent they are protected. Sound patent policy thus depends not only on the articulation of the boundaries of the patents, but also on the remedies that are provided when patents are infringed. If the remedies are inadequate, patents will provide insufficient incentives for invention. Remedies are inadequate if they do not prevent infringement when infringement is undesirable or do not provide sufficient compensation for patent holders when infringement does occur.

Assume patent holder P invents a new process for making widgets that is worth one dollar per widget more than the next best alternative (perhaps because it reduces per-unit manufacturing costs for widgets by one dollar). Assume further that, for any of a number of reasons including P’s decision to license all manufacturers or equitable considerations that make it inappropriate to preclude manufacturer M from using the technology, the law permits M to use the patented technology as long as M pays an appropriate royalty. On these assumptions, a royalty in excess of one dollar per widget would require M to pay more to use the patented technology than the technology is worth and more than M would agree to pay in a market transaction in which both P and M were free to walk away from the
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1. This instrumental purpose of patents is stated explicitly in Art. I, section 8, clause 8 of the U.S. Constitution, which grants Congress the authority: “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
deal. One dollar per widget is thus the maximum royalty that could be regarded as appropriate. Anything in excess of that amount would pay P more than the invention is worth. While the excess remedy might create additional incentives for invention, the incentives would be inefficient because inventions that depend on such excess remedies would be worth less than their cost to technology users.

In fact, a royalty less than one dollar per widget might well be adequate. For one thing, P might have been unable to obtain that much in a negotiated deal with M. If, for example, M has an alternative to P’s technology that is worth one dollar less and P has no way to replace M’s royalties, both P and M stand to lose one dollar if they fail to reach an agreement and M chooses the non-infringing alternative. In that event, the parties would likely agree on a royalty of less than one dollar per widget, even assuming that there is no uncertainty about validity or infringement. In addition, if, as recent studies suggest, patent protection is not necessary to induce invention in many circumstances, a damage remedy that paid P less than the full value of the invention to M would leave P with sufficient incentives to invent. These complications are ignored in the discussion below.

A damages remedy or required royalty of more than one dollar per widget would make the cost of widgets higher than if the alternative process were used. The patented technology would reduce manufacturing cost by one dollar, but that savings would be more than offset by the royalty payment. The increased cost of the widgets would presumably increase the price of the widgets and thus reduce output of widgets. By increasing the cost of using the patented technology, the remedy would also tax and thus deter follow-on inventions. In short, excessive remedies for patent infringement not only overcompensate patent holders, but also reduce both product output and invention itself. Excessive infringement remedies thus directly undermine the purpose of the patent system to promote invention.

I. REMEDIES FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT ARE EXCESSIVE

Patent remedy law, sometimes explicitly but often implicitly, is based on an assumed paradigm in which there is a “guilty infringer.” Imagine that Thomas Edison invents the incandescent lightbulb and obtains a patent on the invention. At that point, Edison has three options: (1) he can ignore the patent; (2) he can exploit the patented technology himself and permit no one else to use his invention; or (3) he can license others either selectively or broadly to exploit his technology. If he chooses the licensing option, potential licensees themselves have options: (1) they can take a license; (2) they can try to design around the patent (for example, by inventing a different kind of lightbulb); or (3) they can decide not to invest in lightbulbs. If the patentee chooses to take a license, he or she will be willing to pay no more than, and, as explained above, perhaps less than, the value of the patented technology compared to the next best alternative. If the patent holder insists on more than that, the potential licensee will walk away from the deal. If the parties reach an agreement, the price can be said to be a “market price.” If the parties do not reach an agreement and the potential licensee nevertheless infringes the patent, the infringer can be said to be “guilty” in the sense that it could have obtained a license before infringing (that is, ex ante) but infringed without having done so.

This is the paradigm on which patent damages law is based, but there is much in the patent world, especially in the information technology (IT) sector, to which it does not apply. In the IT sector and others, it is generally not realistic or desirable to expect technology users to obtain licenses before using the technology. IT products include technologies claimed by hundreds, sometimes hundreds of thousands, of patents. There is no way that an IT product manufacturer can be expected to
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discover all of the relevant patents (including unpublished patent applications), identify the current patent holders, and negotiate licenses with all of them before practicing the patented technologies. As a policy matter, it would not be desirable for the manufacturer to do so because negotiations consume time and resources and thus delay and impede the commercialization of inventions and follow-on innovation. In the IT world, therefore, firms develop and commercialize new products as fast as they can and worry about patent matters later (that is, ex post). One result is ubiquitous simultaneous invention and inadvertent infringement. This is the world of the “innocent infringer.”

Patent remedy law systematically provides excessive remedies to patent holders in cases with innocent infringers. To be sure, remedy law has in principle been based upon the appropriate normative standard. At least since the seminal Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp. decision in 1970, royalty damages have generally purported to award the patent holder what a willing licensee would have agreed to pay if he had entered into a license agreement before using the patented technology—in other words, the “market price” of the license. In applying this principle, however, the courts have failed to make the adjustments necessary to reach the intended results in the common case of innocent infringement, in which license
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agreements and reasonable royalty determinations occur after the technology user has infringed the patented technology.10

II. CAUSES OF OVER-REWARDING PATENT HOLDERS

Several factors combine to cause the systematic and substantial over-rewarding of patent holders, each of which is explained in turn.

First, an entity whose ongoing business entails infringement of a patent to which it does not have a license no longer has the guilty infringer’s option of walking away from the patented technology with a sacrifice of only what was the difference between the value of that technology and the next best alternative ex ante. Ex post, the innocent infringer has accrued liability for past infringement and thus faces litigation if it does not reach an agreement with the patent holder; the infringer cannot walk away from the deal but rather must negotiate in the shadow of litigation.11 In addition, ex post, the infringer, and often its suppliers and customers as well, will have incurred sunk costs that would have to be replicated if the infringer were to switch to an alternative technology.12 As a result, the value of the alternative technology to the infringer will have declined relative to the value of the patented technology, and the infringer is to that extent “locked-in” to the patented technology.13

Second, the alternative to agreement with the patent holder is litigation over both damages for past infringement and the terms on which the innocent infringer may continue to use the patented technology in the future. The central question in the remedy phase of the litigation is how to determine the portion
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of the value of the infringing product that is attributable to the patented technology.\(^{14}\) When the infringing product consists of hundreds or thousands of patented technologies and unpatented components, as well, the litigation process can be expected to overvalue the importance of the patents-in-suit.\(^{15}\) For one thing, patent trials are often no more than a few days long, and there is no way in such a short time for the contributions of the other components to be fully explored.\(^{16}\) In addition, a phenomenon that is well-documented in the psychology literature, called the “anchor effect,”\(^{17}\) means that the fact-finder will overvalue the focus or anchor of the proceeding, which in a patent infringement trial is the patent-in-suit.\(^{18}\)

Third, evidentiary factors for determining patent royalties take into account ex post factors that, as explained above, increase the value of the patents-in-suit relative to the next best alternatives and thus the amount a technology user would pay for a patent license. These factors include the so-called “book of wisdom” doctrine, which explicitly contemplates determining reasonable royalties on the basis of ex post events,\(^{19}\) and many of the factors set forth in Georgia-Pacific, which look to the commercial success of  
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\(^{16}\) See id. (“[I]t would be virtually impossible to explain the importance of all the other, noninfringing components and features contained in complex products like computer operating systems or smartphones—such a presentation likely would take weeks or months of highly technical testimony, which few judges would allow (and few jurors would want to endure).”).
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the infringing products. While these factors might be useful to the extent they shed light on what the parties would have expected and thus agreed to ex ante, they are usually applied without regard to the differences between ex ante market transactions and ex post valuation. Courts thus determine reasonable royalties largely on the basis of ex post factors that would not have affected an ex ante agreement and thus should not be taken into account in determining the market value of the patent license. Because patents are most likely to be asserted and litigated against commercially successful products, the litigation is likely to result in an award of excessive damages and ongoing royalties.

Fourth, one of the most important factors used by courts to determine reasonable royalties that is polluted by ex ante considerations are other agreements by which the patent holder has licensed the patents-in-suit. In principle, other agreements should be the best evidence of the value of a license, but that is true only if the agreements actually reflect the market value of the license. Only ex ante agreements that are entered into when the technology user had a realistic option of walking away from the deal reflect the market value of the technology. Agreements entered into ex post tend to exaggerate the value of the license because they reflect the lock-in effects described above and because they reflect the fact that the alternative to an agreement is litigation. The litigation alternative creates not only the specter of a reward of excessive royalties but also the risk of an injunction that might take from the innocent infringer much or all of its investment and expectancy in the infringing business.
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In sum, the value of something, including a patent license, depends on the alternatives available to the parties. The value of a patent license to an innocent infringer, an ex post license, depends in part on the diminished value of non-infringing alternatives and in larger part on the shadow of the litigation alternative. For these reasons, ex post agreements exceed the ex ante market value benchmark. Those inflated agreements are then relied upon to determine reasonable royalties in subsequent litigation and put upward pressure on royalties embodied in subsequent agreements. The result is a vicious cycle of over-rewarding patent holders.24

III. IMPLICATIONS OF AND CURES FOR EXCESSIVE INFRINGEMENT REMEDIES

Excessive patent remedies cause the perverse effects described above. They increase the cost of using patented technologies. This in turn deters development and commercialization of products that use the patented invention and subsequent innovation.

Excessive remedies for patent infringement have other perverse effects as well. First, they encourage excessive patenting.25 Companies in recent years have substantially increased the numbers of patents they file, not because their inventive activity has increased but because their lawyers have advised them to increase the size of their patent portfolios.26 This is true both because patents are excessively rewarded and thus have increased commercial value and because a large patent portfolio can be used both defensively to deter or resolve patent assertions against the company and offensively to increase their rivals’ costs of doing business.27 Companies that cannot obtain
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a large enough patent arsenal from their own inventions often end up paying huge sums, in some case billions of dollars, to acquire patents from third parties. None of this is itself productive or wealth-creating activity. It is often little more than a giant and very costly public choice game.

Excessive remedies for patent infringement, like other flaws in the legal system, attract opportunists that seek to profit from the flaws. In the patent world, those opportunists are the non-practicing entities or so-called “trolls.” They acquire and assert patents solely in order to monetize them at the expense of companies that use technologies in their products and services and their customers. Excessive rewards for patent monetization induce excessive investment in troll business models and patent assertion activities.

The extraordinary costs of patent litigation have not gone unnoticed. Various reforms were enacted in the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (AIA), and others have been proposed to Congress. Some suggested reforms, like the provisions for expanded inter partes review, seek to address the important different but related problem of too many bad or trivial patents; that problem is beyond the scope of this Essay. Others—including provisions regarding joinder of parties in litigation—
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venue, fee shifting, customer stays, pleading, and discovery—could shift the balance of power between patent holder and technology user a bit in ways that might ameliorate the problem of excessive remedies for patenting. Finally, recent court decisions, including those involving standard-essential patents, smallest saleable unit, fee-shifting, and declaratory judgments, appear already to have had the salutary effect of reducing excessive patent remedies.

None of these steps, however, attacks the fundamental problem: the application of legal rules developed for the paradigmatic case of the guilty infringer to the very different case of the innocent infringer without a clear and explicit appreciation of how the ex post world differs from the ex ante world as-litigation—so-called ‘patent trolls’ joining numerous unrelated accused infringers in inconvenient venues.
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sumed in the paradigmatic case. Ending excessive patent remedies and the costs they impose requires explicit differentiation between the case of guilty infringers and the case of innocent infringers in order to avoid polluting the determination of patent remedies by the kinds of ex post factors that would not affect an ex ante agreement, and thus do not affect the market value of the license, but so often result in excessive remedies under current law.